
Soldiers Of Allah, Muslim Scholars For Hire $$
Salaam alikum to all my brothers and sisters even the non-Muslims that are in the audience. Islam is no different than any other religion and now has a democratic system, which allows Muslims to participate in a western culture. The modern version of Islam.
Staq-Furrillah
Excuse me brother do u have something to say?
LIAR!

Fake Scholars and False leaders
Claiming there're our Healers
Insulting our Intelligence
In so called Islamic Methods
Lairs!!!!
Muslim Scholars for hire
Telling us
We need American Islam
Dividing the Ummah into sections
looking for the answer in congress
Muslims voting in elections
Crooked scholars
Working for the system
Selling our land to kufar buyers
Shifting our path like a rolling tire
Action based on desire
Misguiding our Ummah
Be prepare to be surrounded by Allah's hellfire ( BURNING FIRE )

You tell me about your PHD in every Islamic degree
Reciting the Quran
Oh so beautifully
It doesn't justify your false actions
You don't want me to see
Our brothers and sisters are leaving Islam
Because you teach them a culture
That is harm
Puppet to the kufar
So they pay for your new car
Hiding under your mask .
Helping them with their task
Your think Jennah is for free???
Your long beard and turban is the key????
Allah will replace those who don't carry this deen
You may think you fool those brothers around me
But you'll never to fool me!

Funded by the saudi government
And now you're loving it
You knew the truth
But you decided to cover it
Sold out Mullahs
Side by side with these corrupted rulers
Spitting out fake fatwah's
thought you could fool us??!!
Neglecting the FARD but you enforce the Sunnah
Attached to this dunniah
Misguiding this Ummah
Muslims catching their Z's at your weak Khutbah's
Reruns-- every Friday--at noon--at Jummah
Under close CIA surveillance
So you got your fake cover up
I see you on TV making peace talks with the yahoodas
Blaming the Muslims when the trade center blew up
On your knees begin America please
I thought your name was ABDULLAH!!

Twisting the aya's



Scholars for hire
Fear Allah's fire
Scholars for hire
Action based on desire
Scholars for hire
Scholars for hire
Scholars for hire

Compromising This Deen
Letting Kufar intervene
Planting your poisonous seed
As we watch our Ummah bleed
Claiming u study so many years of Islam
But Yet you twist the Quran
Brain washing the Ummah
Praising king Hussein &amp; Diana
While they are slaughtering Muslims in Kosovo
Celebrating eid with bill &amp; Hillary (cheers)
Justifying your ties with the kufar
Getting paid on the American salary
Portraying Muslims as nothing
But just a minority

Amusing me
With your confusing dawah delivery
Can't comprehend what you're telling me
Bringing in your missionaries
To shows us similarities
Between Islam and trinity???
Making our history a mystery
Our Ummah in misery
Allah has promised us victory
But you still make Du'aah to Bill and Hillary

The prophet taught us a better way to make a stand
Establish one state
And only use ISLAM to regulate
But you still smile with arrogance
Like a clown
When you hear the word Khilafah
You frown
But just remember this
Every soul will taste death
You'll be asked
For the words that you said
On the last day
It will be too late to pray
So What you got to say
When you meet ALLAH on judgement day!!!!!

Twisting the aya's
Scholars for hire
Fear Allah's fire
Scholars for hire
Action based on desire
Scholars for hire
Scholars for hire
Scholars for hire

Ignoring the vital issues
Teaching only prayer &amp; Addan
Claiming no difference between Islam &amp; democracy!!
Selling Islam cheap
While our Ummah is in deep sleep
With all that knowledge



But Yet you abuse it
Selling us American figh??
Heeeee!!!!!!..
Yes!!! We refuse it
Oh Muslims Ummah open your eyes widely
Don't take the commands of Allah lightly
Grab on to the rope of Allah tightly
And don't be fooled by these fake scholars blindly

Our Ummah is under worldwide oppression
Telling us to westernize Islam??
Cause that's the solution???
Tired of these fake scholars
Who twist my questions
Telling me register to vote!!!??
In your haram election
I can't stand you praising the constitution !!!!!!!!
When we know!!!!!!
ISLAMIC STATE is the only solution

How are you going to sit there and compare our Deen
To the jews and the christians
They only have religions
While Allah (swt) has given us a perfect system
You think we're stupid???
We'll never buy your abrahamic religion!
Who do you think your fooling kid?
Holding Islamic Conferences with the Jews &amp; Christians?
Brought the kufar to teach us about Islam
Bringing in your priest and your rabbi
How far will you go for their applaud
Twisting the aiyas of Allah to justify
Polluting concepts left us in Misery
Your ideas are weak like the movie siege
Allah Akbar!!!!
We'll see who Allah grants the VICTORY!!!

(He is who has sent His Messenger with guidance and the Deen of Haq to make it victorious over all other Deen's even though the mushrikum hate it) (61:9)
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